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 [incl crack] free Here is the full history of traktor pro v2.6.5 to v3.8.3: * DATE: July 22, 2017 RELEASE: traktor 3.8.3
PATCH: r2r, ipad/iphone fix * PATCH: ipad/iphone key handling (because the old way was causing key handling issues and
keys not being recognized) * PATCH: add "track" field to the instrument manager, also added a "group" and "auto" fields to

"instrument folder" * PATCH: fix corrupted "accordion" view * PATCH: fix "get instrument" popup for multiple instances of
the same instrument * PATCH: increase the default number of songs to 100, in case some of the ones you already imported are

now "hidden" * PATCH: fix speed issue with "shuffle list" * PATCH: fix key correction for "flanger" and "phaser" pedals *
PATCH: make "open view" dialog more responsive * PATCH: fix crash when opening the "toolbox" * PATCH: allow grouping
of "sample tracks" into folder * PATCH: allow a user to change the shuffle mode * PATCH: fix "setup" view stuck * PATCH:
fix date format for "settings" * PATCH: fix date format in "sharing views" * PATCH: fix date format in all views * PATCH:

fix password field in "gear" view * PATCH: fix "instrument clock" * PATCH: fix "clock" view mode * PATCH: fix
"brightness" view mode * PATCH: fix "accordion" view mode * PATCH: fix "instrument" view mode * PATCH: fix "view"
mode when previewing file list * PATCH: fix "sample path" * PATCH: fix "sample" view mode * PATCH: fix "clip" view

mode * PATCH: fix "sharing" view mode * PATCH: fix "settings" view mode * PATCH: fix "view" view mode * PATCH: fix
"drag" view mode * PATCH: fix "instrument list" view mode * PATCH: fix "click" view mode * PATCH: fix "delete" view

mode * PATCH: fix "instrument name" * PATCH: fix "zoom" view mode * PATCH: fix " 82157476af
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